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Note di presentazione
Good morning everybody and welcome to my talk.My name is Rosario Valotta and as you can argue from the talk’s title we’re going to talk about browser fuzzing.Browser fuzzing is no way a new topic: a lot of research has been done about fuzzing and several valuable tools have been developed for discovering vulnerabilities in browsers.I also got a little part in this story after publicly releasing my Ndjua fuzzer 2 years ago.But in the latest two years browser fuzzing scope has changed, shifting from a merely research oriented activity into a full business.Vulnerabilities selling , that what conseidered an ethically borderline activity, moved away from its grey and underground area, to become a full business. So there are prices, there are big players, there is a market.And if you want to be competitive among big guys and you feel, like me, like the little David in the picture here, in the next 50 minutes I will share with you a couple of ideas that proved to be extremely effective for spotting vulnerabilities in modern browsers.
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你好 !
• Hi beijing! I am rosario and i come from 8.126,23 kms away…

• Daily job: project manager in mobile telco operator

• Indipendent security researcher for fun and passion (and no money…)

• Mainly focused on Web security, browser security and new attack techniques

• speaker at sec conferences:
• HITB (x2) – Deepsec – nuit du hack – phDays – swiss cyber storm

• https://sites.google.com/site/tentacoloviola/

https://sites.google.com/site/tentacoloviola/


Why fuzzing?

Huge attack surface: new features 
added on every release, MILLIONS 
Lines of code

Quick answer: spotting memory corruption vulnerabilities

Ubiquitous platform: used by 
billions users everyday

Complexity comes at a price

…and why browsers?



Vulnerabilities market

Providers Buyers/brokers Final CUSTOMERS
Indipendent researchers

Vulnerabilities researching companies

Browser  vendors

Spying business

Vulnerabilities Brokers companies

Browsers bounty programs

Bad guys

Governments

Law enforcement agencies

Military organizations

Big corporations

Anyone with enough budget and 
willing to control its targets



David vs goliath
• Finding exploitable Vulnerabilities is becoming increasingly harder

• Browsers are becoming more secure

• Bigger and competitive market

• If you’re a lonely security researcher with a slingshot you cannot compete with that bug-killing 
armada out there…

• Old approaches don’t work any more

• You need new ideas and a new approach,  you need to know where to throw your stones.



Memory corruption vulns: a primer

ACCESS 
VIOLATIONS

READ

mov eax, [ebx]
call [eax]

(eax=deadbeef)
mov eax, [edx]

WRITE

Trying to perform r/w 
operations on illegal or 
restricted memory locations

Attempt to write to an invalid 
memory location pointed by a 
register

Attempt to read from a register 
pointing to an invalid memory 
location

DEP 
Violation 
/Read AV 

on EIP

GS 
Violation

READ AV

HEAP
CORRUPTI

ON

GENERIC
register

• Special kind of access violation bugs
• Av bug is said to exploitable if:

• It allows to control execution flow
• the attacker has full control on the register causing the violation 



DATA EXECUTION Prevention: not executable stack, must chain rop 
gadgets to compose an executable shellcode

ASRL: HIGH Entropy randomization, cannot rely on fixed memory 
addresses when jumping to rop gadgets

/GS: stack buffer security check, cannot overflow stack using 
attacker input

Safe seh: eh security check, cannot overwrite eh routine to get 
code execution on exceptions

OS memory Protections

memory protections and sandboxes 
IN MODERN BROWSERS and OSs CONTROLLING EIP is not enough to gain arbitrary code execution

SANDBOX/Protected mode: every browsing window runs with LOW 
privileges and cannot access to FILE SYSTEM or other critical
machine’s data structures

Safe browsing/Smartscreen: technologies to block execution of
dowloaded files based on file signature and reputation

Browser Protections

EVEn if some bypass techniques exist,  defeating memory protections and evading browser sandboxes can be 
a tough work.



Usual Targets for Browser fuzzing
RENDERING ENGINE is the most complex module of browser 
architecture: displays HTML ,XML, SVG, MATHML, VML documents 
and images. 
It can display other types of data via plug-ins or extensions  
(PDF, Media file, fonts, etc)

• It is  its responsibility to parse HTML, apply CSS and build an 
internal  tree model of the web page called “DOM”

• Every logical operation performed on the web tree is 
executed on the DOM before rendering is done

Weapons of choice to effectively fuzz rendering engine are:
1. Fuzzing file formats
2. Fuzzing DOM



<File/>format//fuzzing
DUMB Mutation fuzzing Generation fuzzing

Start with a pool of valid testcases 

Perform pseudo-random mutations on them 
(bit flipping, append random,etc)

Several free tools available:
• zzUF 
• RADAmsa
• SDL Minifuzz

Model your  input defining structure of data  
blocks (grammar aware fuzzing)

Define a state model and agents (operation 
available on data)

Several valuable tools:
• peach
• spike

+ easier approach

- Lesser code coverage and code paths

+ may provide unexcpected results even in the long run

- Require  deep knowledge of protocol/file format

+ Better coverage, because of valid combinations

+ comprehensive and more scalable



DOM fuzzing
• DOM has a complex data structure, that carries the heavy load of modeling all possible operations enabled by modern HTML 

– JS – CSS
• Lot of apis: Dom SPECIFICATIONS ARE DEFINED BY and divided in 4 different documents

Create 
random 

elements

Tweak 
elements

attributes

Perform 
random

mutations
on DOM

Collect
element

reference

Trigger GC 
(e.g.  Heap

spray)

Crawl DOM 
reference

Several namespaces

Native JS structures or  
DOM collections

ON simple elements 
And on collections

Define custom
Events handlers Also on event handling

routines

• Crossfuzz by michal zalewski is still the benchmark
• Lot of mods, widespread coverage  hard to spot new crashes

• Nduja introduced some new concepts  from DOM Level 2 and 3 specs and provided interesting results

• BASIC WORKflow:



A new IDEA: fuzzing DOM in time & space

• Let’s propose an extended surface for browser DOM fuzzing 
beyond RENDERING ENGINE + FILE FORMAT paradigm

• The idea is to introduce two new dimensions to the fuzzing 
model: time and space

• Time: introducing time dependencies into your fuzzing logic:
1. Synch / Asynch events
2. Network interactions

In order to trigger race conditions

• Space: extend your fuzzing logic perimeter in order to find 
memory inconsistencies  across multiple scripting contexts 



Stone #1 - Fuzzing/with/TIME



JS RACE conditions
• all modern browsers implement their JS engines using one os-thread.

• The Only  exception are web workers, but with little security risk as they don’t access DOM.

Question: Given that 2 js events cannot happen at the same time, 
do i really need to care about race conditions? • Short anser: Yes

• LONG ANSWER: you may be in trouble if an object/function 
your code relies on is changed between when AN event is 
fired and the callback is called• Several race condition vulns have been spotted in the past:

• APPLE WEBKIT - CVE-2012-3748
• Mozilla firefox - CVE-2006-4253
• Google chrome - CVE-2006-4253
• Microsoft IE - CVE-2011-1257

But NO targeted fuzzing algorithm to stress race condition insurgence

• Three main sources of trouble: events
Set

timeout
Set 

interval

Network
interactions



JS timing model
• browsers are event-driven

• alMost every action performed on a browser results in an event being generated and appended to the event queue

• Event loop is a function that takes events from the queue and process them when  time permits  only one running script at a time

• Most events are processed asynchronously

• Some special events (mutation) and events fired with  dispatchEvent are synchronous

myFunctionExecution queue

Event queue

fn fn

x

Event handler 1

x x

Event handler 2 Event handler 1

x x



JS event MODEL
• Dom levels 3 and 4 define how events are fired, handled and how to manage event listeners for your dom objects

• myelem.addEventListener(“MouseClick”, myHandlerFunction, captureIsOn)
• myelem.removeEventListener(“MouseClick”, myHandlerFunction, captureIsOn)

• Dom holds a map of listeners and event handlers connected to each node 
keyed by event type

• EVENT types:
• UI EVENTS
• MOUSE EVENTS
• MUTATION EVENTS
• etc

Code for eh1

Code for eh2

Code for eh3

Listeners: 
mouse click
• Eh1
• eh2

Listeners: 
Onload
• eh3

Node #n

• DOMAttrModified
• DOMAttributeNameChanged
• DOMCharacterDataModified
• DOMElementNameChanged
• DOMNodeInserted
• DOMNodeInsertedIntoDocument
• DOMNodeRemoved
• DOMNodeRemovedFromDocument
• DOMSubtreeModified



Events PROPAGATION
window

document

<html>

<body>

<div>

<a>

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1
0

1
1

capture

bubble

• Event objects are dispatched to an event target

• At the begin of the dispacth, browser must determine the propagation path for the event

 A hierarchical list of dom nodes through which the event must pass

• Propagation path is divided in 3 phases:
1. Capture
2. Target
3. Bubble

• You can customize the event handler routine according to the event.phase

• You cannot alter the propagation path after the event has fired, even if some nodes are removed 
or DOM tree is modified making the propagation non continuable

target



Look ma’ more events!
• Starting with DOM level 4, MutationEvents are deprecated for performance reasons

// select the target node 
var target = document.querySelector('#some-id');
// create an observer instance 
var observer = new MutationObserver(function(mutations) {

mutations.forEach(function(mutation) {
//whatever

}); 
}); 
// configuration of the observer: 
var config = { attributes: true, childList: true};
// pass in the target node and the observer options 
observer.observe(target, config);
// later, you can stop observing 
observer.disconnect();

• This does’nt mean you cannot use them anyway  ;-)

• All browsers now support MutationObservers

• Every mutation is now queued in a  mutation 
collection

• This make DOM mutation events asynchronous

• mutations = observer.takeRecords();
• NodeList nl=observer.addedNodes;
• NodeList nl=observer.removedNodes;

• SOME interesting apis  will provide an array/list of 
mutated nodes, with a chance to distinguish added 
nodes and removed ones



Fuzzing with events

setTimeout(fn,0) will  force  fn to Be executed in the 
next tick even if not the first event in queue

Try to modify delay while fn is already on the event
queue

Synch events can be nested a mutation event handler can be synchronously 
interrupted by an other mutation event triggered in the 
handler code (e.g. a dom node is removed or some other 
event is dispatched using dispatchEvent)

Propagation path remains immutable after dispatching unpredictable consequences may come from altering 
nodes belonging to propagation path during capture or 
bubble phases

takeRecords, addedNodes, removedNodes nothing
but a logical view (collection of references) of mutated
records of dom nodes

Listen to mutation events on a given DOM node using both
MutationEvent both MutationObservers: try to
tweak takeRecords array after some synch
MutationEvent altered the node



FUZZing with XHR (1/2)
• A Lot more race conditions may be triggered using  XMLHttpRequests
• XHRs can be synch (deprecated) or asynch operations
• XHRs state can be monitored using some event listeners:

• readystatechange, progress, abort, error, load, timeout, loadend

• An xhr object must not be garbage collected if its state is opened and the send flag is set or its 
state is loading or it has one or more event listeners registered

Create xhr
object

Open xhr
Execute 

callback
Send xhr

force GC

Unload/reload document

Redefine XHR

removeEventListenerAdd 
listener

In order to trigger GC before 
callback returns you can rely on 
synch events 

Similar considerations also apply to 
web sockets network calls

Xhr 
dangling 

references
???



FUZZing with XHR (2/2)
• A race condition may happen If your callback code relies on some object/function that has been GC’ed or is uninitialized at 

the moment of callback execution
• E.g. Suppose your callback code executes some mutation operations on an object bound to xhr and you’re running multiple 

concurrent xhr calls

Create 
xhr#1
object

Open 
xhr#1

Execute 
callback

Send 
xhr#1

Create 
xhr#2
object

Open 
xhr#2

Send 
xhr#2

Execute 
callback

GC

1

2

• Some other race conditions may happen when xhr are recursive:

Create 
xhr

object
Open xhr

Execute 
callback

Send xhr

Similar considerations also apply to 
web sockets network calls

XHR 
methods/
attribute 
tweaking

3



Let’s network party with dom!
• The idea here is to combine classical approach of dom fuzzing with network calls
• Snippet of valid Js are retrieved using xhrs or wss and processed in context of the dom

xhr = new XMLHttpRequest();
xhr.open("GET", "http://127.0.0.1:8887", RBool());
xhr.onreadystatechange = function() {

if (this.readyState == 4) {
var s=document.createElement("script");
s.innerText=xhr.responseText;
document.body.appendChild(s);

}
}

Mix synch and asynch calls

socket = new WebSocket("ws://127.0.0.1:9999", "fuzz");
socket.addEventListener("message", function(event) {

s=document.createElement("script");
s.src=(window.URL.createObjectURL(new Blob([data],{type:"text/html"}));
document.body.appendChild(s);
f.contentWindow.eval(s.innerText);

});



…the other side of the party
• On the server side there are a bunch of applications, implementing http and WS servers

• For every request:
1. A random delay is applied before generating the response  this affect timing on client side
2. A fragment of valid js is composed and returnet as text/html or…
3. ...a reference to a function declared on the client side is returned

Create 
xhr/WS
object

Open 
xhr/WS

Execute 
callback

Send 
xhr/WS

Nodejs 
app

js

Eval 
(JS)

• This evaluation of the js fragment is influenced by:
 synch DOM mutations that occurred in the middle of call processing
 xhr/ws references not disposed when client location page is navigated away
 race conditions in request/response management

• Fuzzing with code fragments has been an 
approach used in the past by langfuzz, but 
here the goal is to target specific borderline 
execution scenarios  race conditions



The masterplan #1

Add 
listener

Create 
random 

elements

Tweak 
elements

attributes

Perform 
random

mutations
on DOM

Collect 
element 

reference

Trigger 
GC

Crawl DOM 
reference

Use Several namespaces Also ON elements on collections

Use mutation events 
and mutation observers

Eval 
(JS)

Send 
xhr/WS

Nodejs 
app

js

Open 
xhr/WS

Create 
xhr/WS
object

Event 
handler

crossfuzz
layer

nduja
layer

fileja
layer



Stone #2 - Fuzzing/with/space



IE’ SCRipting engines
• In Windows, JavaScript is implemented as a COM DLL that can be hosted by various 

applications: 
• Windows Script Host (wsh)
• Internet Explorer

• Before version 9, IE used the same JavaScript engine as WSH - Jscript.dll

• In IE9  a different DLL has been shipped – Jscript9.dll, designed specifically for the browser

• To make it better backward compatible, Jscript9 engine can emulate IE8 and IE7 doc modes, by 
keeping the same behavior as legacy engine

• emulating the legacy engine doesn’t actually mean loading the legacy engine!

Jscript.dll

Internet
Explorer 8

wsh

Jscript.dll

Internet
Explorer 9

wsh

Jscript9.dll



Using legacy engines
• By default when defining <script> or <script language=‘javascript’>  

IE 9+ loads jscript9.dll

• You can force IE to load legacy engine by declaring:
<script language=‘Jscript.Encode’> 

• Jscript.Encode was designed for interpreting encoded scripts, but also 
works for clear text ones and is not supported in jscript9

• In order to be able to load Jscript.Encode scripts you have to force IE=8 
emulation

• IE also supports a Vbscript scripting engine managed always by jscript.dll
<script language=‘vbscript’>

• Vbscript is deprecated starting with IE11, but you can summon it back forcing 
browser to work in emulation mode of previous versions

<html>
<head>
<title> test encode</title>
<meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" 
content="IE=8"></meta>
</head>
<body>
<script language="Jscript.Encode">

function a(){alert(1);}
</script>
<script> a();</script>
</body>
</html>



Host - engine interactions
• Communication between the host and the script engine is carried on using a pair of 

interfaces : IActiveScriptand IActiveScriptSite

• IActiveScriptSite is implemented on the host side and enables the js engine to call 
its host

• IActiveScript, implemented on the script engine side, provides necessary function 
calls to initialize the engine

• IActiveScript also includes the API  AddNamedItem used by the host to add objects 
to engine’s global scope. IE uses this function to add Window and other DOM objects into 
the engine

• Idispatch interface is implemented on both sides and is used to retrieve handles of 
objects and execute get, set and function calls operations on them

IE 9+

IActiveScriptSite

Jscript9.dll

IDispatch IActiveScript

IDispatch



Cross engines interactions

IE 9+

Jscript.dll

IDispatch IActiveScript

Jscript9.dll

IDispatch IActiveScript

• When a Jscript.Encodescript is found, IE9 hosts both Jscript9 and Jscript engines at runtime and both engines can talk to the 
other one

• When an engine wants to interact with an object of the other engine, IE needs to  marshal object and pass it back to the 
requesting engine

• So any communication between Jscript9 and Jscript engine needs go through IE using IDispatch interface
1. Jscript use IDispatch IF of the host to request an object in jscript9 space
2. Host use IDispatch IF of JSCRIPT9 to marshal a reference of the object
3. Host unmarshal reference and returns it to jscript

ObjectUnmarshalled Object
Reference

IDispatch

Marshalled Object
Reference



Threat model
• Any engine has no knowledge of the status of objects created in other engines contexts

• objects could be deleted on the other engine or the whole other engine context could has been deleted

• It is a host responsibility to maintain consistency among objects and objects references in different scripting contexts

• To trigger memory corruption the Strategy is to use a classic dom fuzzing approach but all crawling-tweaking and mutating 
operations are performed cross-engine

Parent window

Jscript9.dll

Child window (ofiframe)

Jscript.dll

Create 
random 

elements

Tweak 
elements
attribute

s

Perform 
random

mutations
on DOM

Collect 
element 
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Trigger 
GC

Crawl 
DOM 
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Use Several namespaces Also ON elements on collections

Create 
random 
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elements
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s

Perform 
random

mutations
on DOM

Collect 
element 

reference

Trigger 
GC

Crawl 
DOM 

reference

Use Several namespaces Also ON elements on collections

OPEN



Introducing fileja
• A prototype combining a traditional dom fuzzing approach with time 

events and cross engines fuzzing

• Written in javascript & Nodejs

• tested on grinder framework but totally agnostic from fuzzing 
framework

• completely general technique: Not bound to specific apis, but a plug-in 
approach to any existing fuzzer

+

Events/
network

calls

=
Increase
d fuzzing 
surface

Your 
fuzzer

Your 
fuzzer

Your 
fuzzer

Cross 
engine

• Applied on nduja-like fuzzer

• Two months of full time testing on my PC  with a couple of win7 vms mainly on ie11 and chrome

• 4 exploitable bugs found in the first week, 5 more in the following months



The masterplan #2
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SOME RESULTS #1
Registers:

EAX = 0x45454545 -
EBX = 0x0303FCC0 - RW-
ECX = 0x68EB08B3 - R-X - jscript9!NativeCodeGenerator::CheckCodeGen
EDX = 0x019AD684 - RW-
ESI = 0x00000003 -
EDI = 0x0AC2F89C - RW-
EBP = 0x0AC2F720 - RW-
ESP = 0x0AC2F6D4 - RW-
EIP = 0x45454545 -

Call Stack:
0x68EAD364 - jscript9!Js::JavascriptFunction::CallRootFunction
0x68EAD2B6 - jscript9!ScriptSite::CallRootFunction
0x68EAD23D - jscript9!ScriptSite::Execute
0x68EAECC1 - jscript9!ScriptEngineBase::ExecuteInternal<0>
0x68EAEBFD - jscript9!ScriptEngineBase::Execute
0x659DE34E - mshtml!CMutationObserver::PerformMicrotaskCheckpoint
0x659DE284 - mshtml!CObserverManager::InvokeObserversForCheckpoint
0x65AA45DE - mshtml!GlobalWndOnMethodCall
0x65487C5E - mshtml!GlobalWndProc
0x753CC4E7 - user32!InternalCallWinProc
0x753CC5E7 - user32!UserCallWinProcCheckWow
0x753CCC19 - user32!DispatchMessageWorker
0x753CCC70 - user32!DispatchMessageW
0x65DD8DDC - mshtml!ModelessThreadProc

IE 11
Type: D.E.P. Violation
Exploitable: YES



SOME RESULTS #2
Registers:

EAX = 0x02F7AE34 - RW-
EBX = 0x00000000 -
ECX = 0x771B179F - R-X - ntdll!vDbgPrintExWithPrefixInternal
EDX = 0x02F7ABD1 - RW-
ESI = 0x00620000 - RW-
EDI = 0x00645478 - RW-
EBP = 0x02F7AE9C - RW-
ESP = 0x02F7AE24 - RW-
EIP = 0x77253873 - R-X - ntdll!RtlReportCriticalFailure

Call Stack:
0x772547A3 - ntdll!RtlpReportHeapFailure
0x77254883 - ntdll!RtlpLogHeapFailure
0x77219D8A - ntdll!RtlpCoalesceFreeBlocks
0x771E6287 - ntdll!RtlpFreeHeap
0x771E65A6 - ntdll!RtlFreeHeap
0x761FC3C4 - kernel32!HeapFree
0x020E0034 -
0x03DA9539 -
0x03DA3167 -
0x673FCEAB - jscript9!Js::JavascriptFunction::CallFunction<1>
0x674B46F2 - jscript9!Js::InterpreterStackFrame::Process
0x67552226 - jscript9!Js::InterpreterStackFrame::OP_TryCatch
0x674B4712 - jscript9!Js::InterpreterStackFrame::Process
0x67400AA3 - jscript9!Js::InterpreterStackFrame::InterpreterThunk<1>

IE 11
Type: heap corruption
Exploitable:  probably



SOME RESULTS #3
Registers:

EAX = 0x024C4400 -
EBX = 0x00000000 -
ECX = 0x047C87F8 - RW-
EDX = 0x02C40000 -
ESI = 0x00000000 -
EDI = 0x08A2BDA0 - RW-
EBP = 0x08315D50 - RW-
ESP = 0x08315D44 - RW-
EIP = 0x62ACBE7D - R-X - mshtml!CWindow::SetTimeoutWithPaintController

Code:
0x62ACBE7D - mov eax, [edx]
0x62ACBE7F - push edx
0x62ACBE80 - call dword ptr [eax+8]
0x62ACBE83 - jmp 62a7f579h
0x62ACBE88 - mov eax, [ecx]
0x62ACBE8A - push ecx
0x62ACBE8B - call dword ptr [eax+8]
0x62ACBE8E - jmp 62a7f58ah

Call Stack:
0x62A7F6FD - mshtml!CWindow::SetTimeoutHelper
0x62A7F914 - mshtml!CWindow::SetTimeoutFromScript
0x62A7F9A6 - mshtml!CFastDOM::CWindow::Trampoline_setTimeout

IE 11
Type: r.A. Violation
Exploitable: YES



SOME RESULTS #4
Registers:

EAX = 0x00004444 -
EBX = 0x0086EAB8 - RW-
ECX = 0x009320BC - RW-
EDX = 0x032D1A01 - RW-
ESI = 0x00000001 -
EDI = 0x0020003A -
EBP = 0x02EBC3F8 - RW-
ESP = 0x02EBC3E8 - RW-
EIP = 0x6A362B1F - R-X - mshtml!CScriptData::AsyncFireOnError

Code:
0x6A362B1F - call dword ptr [eax]
0x6A362B21 - mov esi, eax
0x6A362B23 - lea ecx, [ebp-8]
0x6A362B26 - push 0
0x6A362B28 - push esi
0x6A362B29 - call mshtml!CElement::CLock::CLock
0x6A362B2E - push -1
0x6A362B30 - mov ecx, esi

Call Stack:
0x69EF1A3C - mshtml!GlobalWndOnMethodCall
0x69ED9A52 - mshtml!GlobalWndProc

IE 11
Type: r.A. Violation
Exploitable: YES



SOME RESULTS #5
Registers:

EAX = 0x00454545 -
EBX = 0x00000000 -
ECX = 0x00410000 - R--
EDX = 0x00000008 -
ESI = 0x0020F000 -
EDI = 0x0020F000 -
EBP = 0x0015E494 - RW-
ESP = 0x0015E47C - RW-
EIP = 0x00454545 -

Call Stack:
0x668907A2 - chrome_child!WTF::DefaultAllocator::backingMalloc<WebCore::SVGTextChunk 

*,void>
0x66CE6896 - chrome_child!WebCore::MutationObserver::enqueueMutationRecord
0x66CEE2B6 - chrome_child!WebCore::MutationObserverInterestGroup::enqueueMutationRecord
0x66AF3188 - chrome_child!WebCore::Element::willModifyAttribute
0x66B8B668 - chrome_child!WebCore::Element::setAttribute
0x66B8B29A - chrome_child!WebCore::ElementV8Internal::setAttributeMethod
0x66B8AFFE - chrome_child!WebCore::ElementV8Internal::setAttributeMethodCallback

Chrome 35
Type: D.E.P. Violation
Exploitable: YES



SOME RESULTS #6
Registers:

EAX = 0x00000000 -
EBX = 0x00000000 -
ECX = 0x08010000 -
EDX = 0x00000008 -
ESI = 0x08001000 -
EDI = 0x769BC502 - R-X - kernel32!InterlockedExchangeStub
EBP = 0x0031E098 - RW-
ESP = 0x0031E080 - RW-
EIP = 0x00000000 -

Call Stack:
0x63914050 - chrome_child!WTF::StringImpl::createUninitialized
0x641B200F - chrome_child!WebCore::StringTraits<WTF::AtomicString>::fromV8String<0>
0x63936B84 - chrome_child!WebCore::v8StringToWebCoreString<WTF::AtomicString>
0x63936CED - chrome_child!WebCore::V8StringResource<1>::operator WTF::AtomicString
0x63A7B279 - chrome_child!WebCore::ElementV8Internal::setAttributeMethod
0x63A7AFFE - chrome_child!WebCore::ElementV8Internal::setAttributeMethodCallback
0x638A4D32 - chrome_child!v8::internal::FunctionCallbackArguments::Call
0x638A4B76 - chrome_child!v8::internal::HandleApiCallHelper<0>
0x638A49BB - chrome_child!v8::internal::Builtin_HandleApiCall

Chrome 35
Type: D.E.P. Violation
Exploitable: probably



SOME RESULTS #7
Caught a Write Access Violation in process 5896 at 2014-04-12 17:51:14 with a crash hash of 
D17449B5.C819B416

Registers:
EAX = 0x0016F17C - RW-
EBX = 0xFFFCE3CE -
ECX = 0x0016F17C - RW-
EDX = 0x00000004 -
ESI = 0x00000000 -
EDI = 0x00C7B000 -
EBP = 0x0016F15C - RW-
ESP = 0x0016F14C - RW-
EIP = 0x6386228C - R-X

Code:
0x6386228C - mov [edi+4], ebx
0x6386228F - call 638622ech
0x63862294 - mov ecx, [ebp+8]
0x63862297 - mov [edi], ebx
0x63862299 - mov [ecx], edi
0x6386229B - add esp, 4
0x6386229E - pop esi
0x6386229F - pop ebx

Chrome 35
Type: w.a. Violation
Exploitable: probably



SOME RESULTS #8
Registers:

EAX = 0xFEEEFEEE -
EBX = 0x02EAA84C - RW-
ECX = 0x02EAA750 - RW-
EDX = 0x02EAA750 - RW-
ESI = 0x02EAA840 - RW-
EDI = 0x72D9102D - R-X - pthread_mutex_unlock
EBP = 0x024AF448 - RW-
ESP = 0x024AF440 - RW-
EIP = 0x66ECD873 - R-X - CFHostUnscheduleFromRunLoop

Code:
0x66ECD873 - mov edx, [eax+1ch]
0x66ECD876 - call edx
0x66ECD878 - pop ebp
0x66ECD879 - ret
0x66ECD87A - int 3
0x66ECD87B - int 3
0x66ECD87C - int 3
0x66ECD87D - int 3

Call Stack:
0x66ECA6FE - CFHostUnscheduleFromRunLoop
0x66ECA676 - CFHostUnscheduleFromRunLoop
0x66EC8F8F - CFHostUnscheduleFromRunLoop

Safari 5 / webkit
Type: R.a. Violation
Exploitable: YES



SOME RESULTS #9
Caught a Read Access Violation in process 5036 at 2014-03-29 15:30:59 with a crash hash of 
F3D898F3.D2E8590A

Registers:
EAX = 0x44444444 -
EBX = 0x00000000 -
ECX = 0x44444444 -
EDX = 0x44444444 -
ESI = 0x02DA2500 - RW-
EDI = 0x02DA24FC - RW-
EBP = 0x0360BBEC - RW-
ESP = 0x0360BBD8 - RW-
EIP = 0x7719EF10 - R-X - ntdll!RtlEnterCriticalSection

Call Stack:
0x699FCD4D - mshtml!CMarkup::AcquirePerfData
0x69936609 - mshtml!URLRequest::ResourceTimingMark
0x6993AFC7 - mshtml!URLRequest::OnResponse
0x6993AF9A - mshtml!URLRequest::URLMONRequestSink::OnResponse
0x7704B075 - urlmon!CINetHttp::QueryStatusOnResponseDefault
0x77015824 - urlmon!CINetHttp::QueryStatusOnResponse
0x77015740 - urlmon!CINet::QueryInfoOnResponse

IE 11 / Chrome 35
Type: R.a. Violation
Exploitable: No(t yet)



Future work
• There is no final version of fileja,  the prototype is just aimed to show a couple of concepts that 

proved to be extremely effective in crashing browsers

• Plug them into your own fuzzer, and let it run!

• Not likely to continue the work by myself, the fuzzer prototype will be publicly released

• Leveraging  on network stack implementation, a lot of testing needs to be done on non-windows 
platforms and mobile devices

• The cross- engine approach on IE can be extended also to VBScript



Thankyou

谢谢
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